HVR: High performance through efficiency
Challenges
The amount of data that is stored still grows near exponentially. Data integration more and more relies
on the capability to move vast amounts of data quickly and efficiently. As it was designed with speed in
mind, able to run over minimal and unreliable infrastructure, HVR has some unique features in that
area:

Micro Pipe architecture
Data moves through HVR in a constant process flow. This flow is achieved by concatenation of so-called
Micropipes. This starts when HVR captures data from the source. The process connects to the HVR
central hub and transmits its data with no intermediate step, so no data touches disc. At HVR’s hub, data
is routed to its destination(s) and again without leaving the OS cache moved to the next location. There
the HVR integrate process picks up the data and applies it the most efficient way to the target location.

Change data capture from logfile
HVR captures data from its source by reading the logfile of its supported databases and extracting the
changes from it (instead of doing extra I/O on the source database). Therefore the load on the source
machine/ database is minimal. By replicating only the changes from source to target, only a minimal
dataflow is needed.

Bulk load / refresh after compare
When data is possibly corrupted/outdated, instead of retransmitting all data, HVR intelligently applies a
checksum compare before refreshing. The refresh can be done by bulk or by row, depending on the
expected level of discrepancy. With minor discrepancy, a row wise compare refresh will touch only
those few rows affected. With major discrepancy, bulk reload with recreating all data structures is more
efficient. This refresh is integral part of the product, no extra configuration is needed.

Parallel processing
HVR can deliver data in parallel. Either in bulk or CDC mode, a selected number of parallel jobs can be
configured thus speeding up the integration of data into the source. Parallel jobs can operate on
partitioned data based on sharding keys, thereby maximal leveraging MPP cluster databases
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Burst mode
A special integration mode is provided for column databases, where individual row updates are
extremely expensive. HVR bundles transactions by coalescing them (e.g ins + del = nothing, ins + upd =
ins etc)

Extreme Compression
HVR applies a specific compression mechanism tailored for data streams. It analyses rows of data,
knows about specific datatypes and can therefore achieve >90% compression ratio. This compression is
achieved without generating excessive cpu load.

Intelligent routing
Through its hub and spoke architecture, HVR can route data to different locations, therefore 1 to many
and many to 1, as well as m to n replications schemes are supported. HVR does not duplicate data but
creates links instead. This means no data is physically copied when it has to be delivered to multiple
locations. This makes HVR ideal for creating multiple copies of the same data, no matter how large the
data set.

Conclusion
HVR has a unique set of features maximizing performance. This enables businesses to move their data
faster and more efficiently. This translates to a competitive edge and / or lower TCO, creating extra
business value.
Supported sources
Oracle, all editions, including Amazon RDS
SQL Server, all editions, including Azure
DB2 on iSeries, Linux, Unix and Windows
Ingres
Flat files
Sharepoint
ftp locations
Hadoop (hdfs)
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Supported targets
All supported sources
Teradata
Actian Vector (Vectorwise)
Actian Matrix (ParAccel)
Pivotal Greenplum
Pivotal Hawq
Amazon Redshift
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